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ABSTRACT

2.2 Task
A training data set of medical records was taken from “ICD Coding
Training, Second Edition”, written in Japanese for training Health
Information Managers (HIMs) [6]. We challenged the Task 1
(phenotyping task), in which we assigned ICD-10 codes to each
given medical record and submitted a set of ICD-10 codes.

NTCIR-12 MedNLPDoc is a shared task of ICD coding task, which
is a multi-labeling task to a patient medical record. This paper
describes the baseline system of the task. The system is based on
the simple word match with a disease name dictionary without any
use of training data. This report presents the results of the baseline
system, and discusses the basic feasibility of this system.

The inputted medical records are in form of .xml format, as shown
in Figure 1 (a). The example of output (the assigned set of ICD-10
codes) is shown in Figure 1 (b).
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(a)
<data id="68" sex="m" age="49">
<text>

Team Name: NARS

㸰㸮㸮㸲ᖺ㸯㸰᭶㸰㹼㸯㸴᪥㸪๓ᅇධ㝔㸬

Subtask: Task 1 (Phenotyping task)

ᅇ㸰ᅇ┠ࡢධ㝔㸬
๓ᅇ㝔࡚࣓࣮ࣂ⫢⮋⒆ࡢᡭ⾡ணᐃ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀ㸪⾡๓ࡢ᳨
ᰝ࡛㹆㹇㹔㝧ᛶ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡓࡵᙜ㝔ධ㝔㸬

1. INTRODUCTION
Medical reports using electronic media are now replacing those of
paper media. Correspondingly, the information processing
techniques in medical fields have radically increased their
importance. In such a situation, the NTCIR-12 MedNLPDoc task is
organized. In this task, participants' systems infer disease names in
ICD (International Codes for Diseases) from textual medical
records. Due to this practical setting, task participants' systems
could directly support an actual daily clinical service, also clinical
studies in various areas.

㹑㹒㹑㝧ᛶ㸬
ᅇୖグࡢᝈࡘ࠸࡚እ᮶ࣇ࢛࣮ࣟ୰࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀྤ⾑࡛ධ
㝔㸬
㣗㐨₽⒆ࡀุ᫂㸬
</text>

(b)
id=0
B029,B169,F329,J00,K720,K759,L029,R05,R060,R234,R509,
R53,R609

The objective of our challenge is to provide a baseline system for
NTCIR-12 MedNLPDoc. The system utilizes only a simple word
match between an input and the ICD dictionary (mentioned Section
3.1).

2. TASK & MATERIALS
2.1 What is ICD Code

id=1

C169,C189,C80,E14,R509,R529,R609,R81

id=2

C169,C80,E049,E785,R21,R229,Z00

id=3

I48,I619,R011,R471,R58,R730,Z00

id=4

E14,G819,I10,I219,I639,R002,R81

id=5

E14,G839,H919,I639,L029,N059,N12,R270,R42,R51,R81

…

The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) is the standard
diagnostic coding system used in many countries for epidemiology,
health management and clinical purposes. ICD is used to monitor
the incidence and prevalence of diseases and other health problems,
proving a picture of the general health situation of countries and
populations. The World Health Organization (WHO) within the
United Nations System maintains ICD.

Figure 1: A medical record (id=68) and a set of ICD-10 codes.

3. METHODS
The proposed method utilizes a simple word match between an
input and the ICD dictionary (mentioned Section 3.1).

3.1

ICD Dictionary (MEDIS Standard Masters)
The ICD dictionary (called MEDIS dictionary) consists of pairs of
standard disease names and ICD codes. The dictionary can be
downloaded from the MEDIS website.

In the latest version of the ICD coding system, ICD-10, each ICD
code consists of a single alphabet prefix and numbers, which
represent a major classification. In addition, more detailed
classification can be represented by several digits of additional
numbers as suffix, up to six characters in total. Because the major
categories are limited to 21 sections, the major categories include a
set of similar diseases.

3.2 Algorithm
Given an input text, the system looks up all terms in the ICD
dictionary. If the term appears in the text, the system outputs its
corresponding codes. The term matching process does not use any
extra resources (exact match).
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Considering that the assignment of ICD-10 codes at actual daily
clinical services often varies between each coder (or is sometimes
dependent on policies of each medical institution), a system should
be a tool that offers clinical coders several possible and optional
codes with high accuracy (the latter system).
Unfortunately, the current baseline could not control the
performance between the precision and the recall. That is one of the
task to be solved in this task.

4. Experiments
4.1 Evaluation
Test data set consists of 78 clinical texts, which have three different
code sets as follows.
z

SURE (S): a sure code set consists of codes that all coders
(three persons) utilized.

z

MAJOR (M): a major code set consists of codes that two or
three coders utilized.

z

POSSIBLE (P): a possible code set consists of codes that at
least one coder utilized.

6. TOOLS
We also present a Windows-based implantation of the baseline
system, “ICD viewer - Code-Kun," as shown in Figure 2. That is
available at the website (https://sites.google.com/site/mednlpdoc/).

The outputs of the baseline system were evaluated through these
three types of gold standard data for each code set above. Note that
there is a relationship of SӨMӨP (SURE is a subset of MAJOR,
MAJOR is a subset of POSSIBLE).
Performance of the coding task was assessed using the F-measure
(β=1), precision, and recall [8]. Precision is the percentage of
correct codes found by the baseline system. Recall is the percentage
of codes presents in the corpus that were found by the system. Fmeasure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. We
employed two matching levels as follows:
z

Exact match.

z

Rough: Partial match in the first three letter in the code (A00,
C16, etc.).

Figure 2: Baseline system named “ICD viewer - Code-Kun”

In total, we have three gold standard data sets and two matching
methods. Therefore, six types of precision, recall, and F-measure
are calculated. For example, SURE and EXACT match results
consists of the following three metrics:
z

Precision EXACTsure = |S∩R| / |R|

z

Recall EXACTsure = |S∩R| / |S|

z

F-measure = 2 ࣭ PrecisionEXACTsure ࣭ RecallEXACTsure/
(PrecisionEXACTsure + RecallEXACTsure)
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